Schedule of Events

College of Architecture and Planning Faculty & Student Symposium 2014

8:00 am Gallery Breakfast

Workshops
8:00 am
AB 101 Lisa Dismore Business of Design Weekly
AB 202 C. Douglas Wilson Accredited AIA Workshop for Intermediate Users
AB 304 James Kersten Computational Self-Organizing Systems: Basic of Maui Dynamos

10:30 am Break

Panel Presentations 8:45 am
AB 304 Carla Cortez Innovation Learning in CAP, from the Students’ Perspectives: Researching and Designing an App for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
AB 101 Bruce Bower Salon: Multidisciplinary CELEBRATION: Transit, Revitalization, and Law Carbon Development

Paper Presentations 8:45 am
AB 202 Lotham Doug, Simon Bannister, and Yulice Mendoza Hyper-Curriculum: The Multimedia Packaging of Course Content
AB 304 Antonieta Angulo Games in Design, Pathways to Learning

Poster Sessions and CAP + Dance 12:30 pm
AB 310 Kelly Castell, India Ballard-Boutien, Jona Hartin, Seth Jenkins, Pana Quita, Olivia White 2014 NAIOP Challenge

Panel Presentations 2:00 pm
AB 210 Joe Bilello — Moderator A Choreography of Joe Bilello, Sarah Mangelsdorf, and students from the Department of Theater and Dance

Paper Presentations 2:00 pm
AB 101 Simon Bannister & Harry Eggink Ginger and Onion: Designing and Educating for Uncertainty

The 2013 Charles M. Sappenfield Award of Excellence Recipient
1:30 pm Auditorium Joe Blalock, Sarah Mangelsdorf, and students from the Department of Theater and Dance — Cancer Directing Design: Incorporating Patient Needs into Resort Design

Panel Presentations 4:00 pm
AB 210 Pam Graywood — Moderator "BNL Seven Rememberings" Sante Premiotta, Sean Hennes, Jerome Allahum, Jerry Pearson
AB 304 Pam Harwood — Moderator Design for Resilience: Mitigation, Adaptation, and Transformative Design

Paper Presentations 4:00 pm
AB 202 Joe Bilello — Moderator People’s Conversion of a Road Intersection into a Social Space
AB 304 Joe Bilello — Moderator On the Trail of the Architecture Pattern Book

AB 021 Sustainability
Lilibeth Bosley, Carin Cool, Tina Eshbacher, and Michael Woodley A Clean Slate: Software Computing as a Means to Personal Shipping and Geographic Awareness

AB 202 Adventures Entrepreneurs
Loboth Doug & Kyle Parker NIMM: A Student Planning Initiative in a Means to Personal Shipping and Geographic Awareness

AB 210 Contacting Innovations
Garrett Barther

AB 004 Nirmali Vahakulaka Rupali Laygo
Captured

AB 101 Healing Maisons
Martha Elliott — Special Lunch Presentation

AB 310 Design Catalysts
Andrew Swiertek — Reflections on Design Competitions

AB 006 Joe Paravola, Ellen Fortebohler, and Max Winter with All ABR Revisiting the 2013 Rodeo

Panel Presentations 4:00 pm

Paper Presentations 2:00 pm
AB 106 Joe Bilello — Moderator Building the Gap: From Archival Drawings to 3D Printing

Paper Presentations 4:00 pm
AB 101 Joe Bilello — Moderator Building the Gap: From Archival Drawings to 3D Printing

Panel Presentations 4:00 pm
AB 094 Andrea Swiertek, Shannon Buchanan, Julie Morland, Margaret Balter, and Janine ShimizuA Safer, More Efficient, and Aesthetically Pleasing State Road 332
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